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Abstract. While covalently bonded materials such as carbon are well known
to be eroded by chemical sputtering when exposed to plasmas or low-energy
ion irradiation, pure metals have been believed to sputter only physically. The
erosion of Be when subject to D bombardment was in this work measured at the
PISCES-B facility and modelled with molecular dynamics simulations. During
the experiments, a chemical effect was observed, since a fraction of the eroded
Be was in the form of BeD molecules. This fraction decreased with increasing
ion energy. The same trend was seen in the simulations and was explained by the
swift chemical sputtering mechanism, showing that pure metals can, indeed, be
sputtered chemically. D ions of only 7 eV can erode Be through this mechanism.
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1. Introduction

The sputtering of materials by energetic particle bombardment is of major theoretical [1]–[4]
and practical [5]–[7] interest. Sputtering can occur by many different mechanisms. While
physical sputtering from linear cascades, i.e. atom ejection due to a sequence of ballistic
collisions between atoms, is well understood [1, 2], other types of sputtering such as that
from heat spikes [8] or due to chemical effects [9, 10] are still subject to scientific scrutiny.
Although chemical sputtering by low-energy ions is important for plasma processing of
materials [11] and the development of fusion reactors [12, 13], it is poorly understood because of
difficulties of running controlled experiments for very low ion energies. Computer simulations
and experiments have nevertheless recently established that carbon-based materials can be
eroded chemically by a ‘swift chemical sputtering’ mechanism [14]–[19]. However, chemical
sputtering has been believed to be not important in metals [9, 20].
Due to its low Z and oxygen gettering abilities, beryllium has been chosen as first wall
armour material for the future fusion reactor ITER [21, 22]. As plasma facing material (PFM),
Be will have to withstand not only the plasma heat, but also the bombardment of hydrogen
isotopes and other impurities in the plasma. Critical Be-related issues, which are still lacking
complete understanding, include formation of mixed materials originating from different PFMs
in the reactor and tritium retention [23, 24].
During plasma–wall interaction experiments, BeD molecules have been seen to erode in the
JET [25] fusion reactor and in the linear divertor plasma simulator PISCES-B facility [26]–[28],
indicating that a chemical sputtering effect is present when Be is subject to deuterium
plasma bombardment. Chemical sputtering has not been thoroughly investigated in Be, but
the mechanism is nonetheless important and must be taken into account when assessing, for
instance, the reactor lifetime, plasma contamination and mixed material formation. The bonding
of hydrogen isotopes to Be also increases the tritium retention in the first wall, making the use
of tritium removal techniques more crucial.
Using both experimental and computer simulation techniques, this study will focus on the
erosion of Be due to a deuterium plasma. Special attention is paid to the chemical sputtering of
molecular BeD.
2. Method

2.1. Experimental setup
Experiments were performed at the PISCES-B facility at UCSD. The PISCES devices use a
reflex arc style plasma source to generate a steady-state plasma. The plasma density, n e , and
electron temperature, Te , can be controlled by primarily varying the chamber fill pressure and
discharge power [29]. The ion bombarding energy to the targets is obtained by biasing the
targets negatively and accelerating the ions through the applied bias potential. This technique
provides a fairly monoenergetic energy distribution of ions striking the target surface at normal
incidence, since the ion temperature is relatively low (∼ 0.1Te ). The errors in the incident ion
energy come from uncertainties in the determination of the plasma potential.
During these investigations, Be targets (made of S65C Be from Brush Wellman) were
exposed to deuterium plasma and the resultant plasma–material interactions were spectroscopically investigated. The Be targets were clamped onto a water-cooled copper sample holder
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allowing the surface temperature to be kept constant at approximately 373 K during the ion
bombardment of the target. The parameters of the steady-state plasma were monitored with
a double-tip Langmuir probe throughout the duration of the discharge and were n e = 2.4 ×
1018 m−3 , Te = 8 eV and the ion flux to the target 0ion ∼3 × 1022 m−2 s−1 . Material eroded from
the sample surface was spectroscopically measured using photons emitted from neutral Be
atoms at 457.3 nm and from BeD molecules emitted in the A–X band at 497.3–499.2 nm [27].
The photon flux is translated into a particle flux using the photon emission coefficient from the
ADAS database [30] (in the case of atomic Be), or the derived photon emission coefficient (for
BeD molecules) [27].
A target bias voltage scan was performed while measuring the material eroded as Be atoms
and BeD molecules at each bias voltage. The errors in the sputtered particle flux measurements
are estimated from variation in the photon emission coefficients due to the error analysis of the
Langmuir probe electron temperature, typically ±2 eV.
2.2. Simulation methods
Since erosion is an atomic level mechanism, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a
suitable tool for studying it. The simulations are, however, limited in time and space which
means that exact experimental conditions cannot be reproduced. The fluxes in the simulations
are inevitably several orders of magnitudes larger and thermal effects (diffusion and surface
relaxations) are also not perfectly modelled due to the short time scales in the simulations.
Despite this, simulations are able to give insight into many experimentally observed phenomena.
Here, the deuterium plasma impact on Be was simulated with the MD code PARCAS [31]4
using the recent Be–H potential developed by us [32] (version Be–H I). This potential is of the
analytical bond-order type, which was initially developed by Tersoff [33] to describe covalent
solids but shown to be extendable to metals [34]–[36] and hydrocarbons [37].
The details and parameters of the potentials are given in [32]. In short, the total energy E
of the system is expressed as a sum over individual bond energies, as


E=

X
i> j




R
f icj (ri j ) 
Vi j (ri j ) −





bi j + b ji A
Vi j (ri j )
.
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(1)

bi j

f icj is a cut-off function, making the potentials short ranged, and ViRj and ViAj are the repulsive
and attractive terms, respectively. These are pair potentials of a Morse-like form. bi j is the
bond-order term, which includes three-body interactions and angularity. The nine adjustable
parameters in this formula were fitted to both experimental data and data obtained using density
functional theory. In fitting pure Be, properties of several different phases were used and the
ground-state structure of Be is well described by the potential. The Be–H potential (which is
applicable also to Be–D interactions) was fitted to Be–H molecules and H as interstitial defect
in bulk Be.
Both Be (0001) and (1120) surfaces were bombarded at normal incidence with deuterium
ions, with energies in the fusion relevant range 3–100 eV. Two versions of the surfaces were
4

The main principles of the MD algorithms are presented in [51, 52]. The adaptive time step and electronic
stopping algorithms are the same as in [53].
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used, one perfect and one rough. The latter resembles a situation where the surface has
been subject to prolonged bombardment, causing a slight surface roughness. This surface was
constructed by randomly removing about half of the Be atoms in the first layer of respective
surfaces. The average number of neighbours to a surface atom in the rough case was calculated
to be 7.24, whereas in the perfect case each surface atom has nine neighbours.
At least 1000 cumulative bombardments, at a flux of about 2.0 × 1028 m−2 s−1 , were done
at each energy. Between every single bombardment, the simulation cell (initially consisting of
3388 Be atoms, size ∼30 × 30 × 40 Å3 ) was shifted randomly in the x- and y-directions so as
to model uniform bombardment of the surface. Periodic boundaries in the x- and y-directions
were used. The temperature of the borders of the cell was controlled to 320 K during the first
2 ps of the simulation and the two bottommost layers were fixed to mimic an infinite lattice. The
temperature of the two layers above the fixed ones was also controlled, but the surface atoms
were not affected by the thermostat. The Berendsen temperature scaling was used [38]. After
each bombardment, the whole cell was relaxed for 5 ps at 320 K. Electronic stopping [39],
included as a frictional force, was applied to atoms with a kinetic energy above 1 eV in the
perfect surface cases and 5 eV for the rough surface ones. We use different limits because it came
to our knowledge during the course of the simulations that a low limit, ∼1 eV, is, in general,
more accurate [40]. However, since the ion energies used here are very low, the difference is not
expected to influence the results. No stopping was applied for sputtered atoms nor for D ions
before entering the bulk.
The erosion at 100 eV was also simulated using a sample already containing D atoms near
the surface. This was realized by first bombarding a perfect (0001) Be cell cumulatively with
1000 10 eV D ions and then using the resulting cell in 100 eV bombardments. The D/Be ratio in
the cell was 0.083. This kind of surface could resemble the experimental one, since low-energy
neutral atoms and molecules adsorbing on the surface are expected during the measurements.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Experiments versus simulations
3.1.1. Total sputtering yield. Figure 1 shows both simulated and experimental data for the
sputtering yield (D on Be) as a function of incoming D energy. The first and second sets of
experimental data are from a review [41], including ion beam experiments that were done
at room temperature (set I) and at 600–650 ◦ C (set II). The third and fourth sets are from
recent PISCES-B measurements [28], where a plasma flux of 2 × 1022 m−2 s−1 was used. Many
different samples and temperatures were used in the latter experiment, but here we cite the
ones that were done at room temperature using plasma-deposited samples (set III) and at higher
temperatures with polycrystalline samples (set IV). The plasma-deposited samples were made
by injecting Be atoms into the plasma, creating layers on polycrystalline Be. (For clarity, the
uncertainties in set III, about ±10 eV for the energy and ±50% for the yield, are not included
in the graph.)
At low energies, the simulated yields agree with the third experimental set. At high
energies, agreement with both sets I and III is found, although the experimental scatter is large.
At medium (20–50 eV), the simulations agree with sets II and III. The 100 eV value for a prebombarded sample is in line with the other simulated 100 eV ones.
Noteworthy is the difference between the values obtained in ion beam devices for samples
of different temperatures, sets I and II. As stated in [41], oxide layers are easily formed at the Be
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 123017 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 1. Sputtering yield of D bombardment of Be. The line represents the

sputtering formula of Eckstein et al [42, 45]. Exp. I and II values are from [41]
and Exp. III and IV values are from [28].
surfaces. This increases the surface binding energy and thus lowers the sputtering yield. At high
temperatures, however, Be can diffuse through the oxide layer and samples held at 600–650 ◦ C
can therefore be considered clean. In the PISCES-B plasma exposure experiments, no oxide
layers are expected because the sputtering yield of the oxide is much larger than the amount of
oxygen in the plasma [43]. The reason for the method dependency of the sputtering yield (lower
yield in plasma experiments than in ion beam ones) is highly unclear. Different D ion fluxes,
leading to different D surface saturation rates, and the presence of low-energy neutral D atoms
in the plasma could be possible explanations.
Differences are also found when comparing experiments III and IV, which are both done in
the same facility. Causing the difference is most likely the amount of D in the sample, since this
amount is expected to be higher for the plasma-deposited sample, set III. A Be surface enriched
with D will enhance the sputtering yield as will be discussed in section 3.2. The good agreement
between set III and the simulated values is therefore also explained, since a high initial D content
together with a low D flux can be compared to a high D flux like the one in the simulations.
We also add the 100 eV result of another MD simulation study by Ueda et al [44], in
which a simple two-body potential was used for Be–Be interactions and Be–H interactions
were modelled with a combined Tersoff [33] and two-body potential. This single point, shown
as a grey diamond in figure 1, agrees with our simulated values.
The line in the graph represents the Eckstein formula [42, 45] with parameter values as
given in [45]. It is seen to match the simulated yields well, although at 7–10 eV, the simulated
values are slightly higher. The Eckstein formula includes only physical sputtering, whereas the
simulations predicts some chemical effects as discussed below.
As concluding remarks for the comparison of total sputtering yield, we simply state that the
different experimental conditions when compared to the simulated ones make a straightforward
comparison difficult. Firstly, the experimental samples can differ greatly from the simulated
samples, since they are polycrystalline, may contain impurities and have some amount of
impurities at the surface. Secondly, temperature driven effects (e.g. diffusion) are also a factor,
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 123017 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 2. Fraction of Be atoms sputtered as BeD molecules after Be exposure

to a D plasma. Both simulated and experimental data are shown. Two different
orientations of the Be surface and both initially rough and perfect surfaces were
used in the simulations.
since the short-time simulations are incapable of modelling these. Even so, keeping this in mind,
the above comparisons can help in gaining understanding of the sputtering process.
3.1.2. Molecule fraction. The fraction of Be atoms that are sputtered as BeD molecules in the
simulations and experiments in this work is plotted in figure 2. At low energies, the simulated
fraction is about 100% for almost all surfaces in the simulation, meaning that no single Be
atoms are sputtered. At higher energies the BeD fraction is smaller. The same trend is seen
in the experiments, with the fraction going from about 80% at low energies to about 40% at
energies above 70 eV. The fraction for the pre-bombarded sample at 100 eV is about 45%.
A closer look at the BeD sputter cases revealed that it is not the incoming D ion that forms
the sputtered BeD molecule, but rather a D atom that is initially bound to the Be atom. Among
the sputtered species we also observed some BeD2 molecules (about 10% of all BeD molecules),
many D2 molecules but only one Be2 molecule. Unfortunately, we were not able to observe
any BeD2 molecules in the experiments, since the emission from these occurs in the infrared
spectrum [46] and the experimental spectrometer presently used for these measurements is
incapable of detecting such long wavelengths.
3.2. The sputtering mechanism
The maximum transferable energy Tmax , in a collision between an energetic ion of mass M1 and
with an energy E 1 and a substrate atom of mass M2 is [39]
4M1 M2
Tmax =
E1.
(2)
(M1 + M2 )2
Therefore, a 7 eV D ion can at most give ∼4 eV to a beryllium atom in one collision. If an atom
is to be physically sputtered, it has to receive an energy component normal to the surface and
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Figure 3. An illustration of a sputtering event. The upper part of the figure shows

snapshots of the situation at six different times during the process. The D ions are
represented by the small light grey spheres and the Be atoms are the larger dark
spheres. The graph in the lower part illustrates the kinetic energy of the incoming
D ion (dotted line) and the potential energy of the Be atoms that are initially
bonded with the sputtered Be atom (solid line). The initial potential energy of
these is chosen as zero level energy. The times corresponding to the snapshots
are indicated with vertical lines in the graph and the arrows in the last snapshot
(f) show in which direction the sputtered D2 and BeD molecules are moving.
directed upwards, that is equal to the surface threshold energy. This energy was calculated to be
&6 eV for the Be surfaces at 320 K within this potential. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that a
Be atom receives the necessary energy for physical sputtering during bombardment of 7–10 eV
D ions at normal incidence, which implies that another sputtering mechanism is involved in the
erosion at this energy.
To identify this mechanism, the energetics of the involved atoms was examined and the
movement of the atoms during the sputtering processes was visually inspected. One sputtering
case where a 10 eV D ion is bombarding a (0001) rough surface, is shown in figure 3. The graph
illustrates both the potential energy of all Be atoms initially within the potential cutoff (2.9 Å)
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 123017 (http://www.njp.org/)
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to the sputtered Be atom and the kinetic energy of the incoming D ion. In the upper part of the
figure, the sputtering process is illustrated with snapshots of the situation at six different times,
labelled a–f. The corresponding times are indicated with vertical lines in the energy graph.
The behaviour of the kinetic energy of the incoming ion (labelled 1 in the snapshots)
indicates that it loses energy in at least three events, which is seen as drops in the graph at
about 17, 24 and 30 fs. The peaks in the curve show an increase in energy when it is drawn
towards a Be atom due to attractive forces. At the end, the D ion is sputtered away as part of a
D2 molecule and it has lost more than 90% of its initial kinetic energy.
A loss of energy of the D ion is a gain in potential energy of the Be atoms. Between times
a and b, the D collides with a Be atom, losing about 6 eV in the process. The rest of its kinetic
energy is lost when it penetrates in between the Be atoms in c–e. In total, the D ion has caused
five Be–Be bonds to be broken. Initially, four D ions were neighbours to the sputtered Be,
but only one of these, number 2 in the snapshots, was sputtered with the Be. (Here, an atom
being inside the cutoff range of the potential is considered as a neighbour.)
After time b (26 fs) the D ion has about 5 eV of kinetic energy. The soon-to-be-sputtered
Be atom has now still got three bonds to the surface atoms, but has received enough kinetic
energy to escape.
In a few cases the incoming D ion collided with a D atom already present in the lattice,
which was thereafter able to break Be–Be bonds and cause sputtering.
The fact that a 7 eV D ion is able to sputter a Be atom indicates that the Be atom is weakly
bonded to the surface. The fewer bonds it has to the other surface Be atoms, the weaker the
binding is. The energy per bond for a surface Be atom with nine Be neighbours was estimated to
be, on average, 0.30 ± 0.01 eV and with six Be neighbours 0.36 ± 0.02 eV. Calculating the same
energies when a few D bonds are present resulted in: nine Be and two D bonds = 0.25 ± 0.01 eV
and six Be and three D bonds = 0.28 ± 0.02 eV.
An analysis of the initial neighbours to the sputtered Be atom reveals that at low energies,
the amount of Be neighbours is less than the amount in high-energy cases where it reaches the
ideal one of nine of a hcp (0001) surface (see figure 4). The amount of D neighbours shows
the opposite trend due to larger penetration depths of the D ions at higher energies.
The D atoms at the surface weaken the surface binding of Be atoms, making them easier
targets for sputtering. If an incoming ion then enters the region between the surface Be and its
neighbouring Be (as in figure 3), and in that way breaks their bonds, it loosens the Be atom’s
binding further and it can easily be sputtered away with one (or more) of its D neighbours
to form a BeD molecule. This swift chemical sputtering (SCS) mechanism has been observed
in covalently bonded material, like C and hydrogenated amorphous Si [9], but not previously in
metals.
Nordlund et al [9] state that ‘the SCS mechanism cannot happen in appreciable amounts
in metals, since it requires the presence of loosely bound atoms or molecules at the surface, that
are only bound to the substrate by one or at most a few chemical bonds’. This study shows that
the mechanism can indeed be important in metals if the surface atoms for some reason have a
weakened bond to the surface. The weakening can, as in this case, be due to roughening of the
surface due to prolonged bombardment in combination with binding to D atoms.
Moreover, while it is well known that molecules can sputter from heat spikes [47, 48],
these cannot be formed by the current very low energy and light ion irradiation of a low atomic
mass target [49, 50]. Molecular sputtering for conditions outside the heat spike regime, as in
this case, has been believed to occur only for molecular materials [20].
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 123017 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 4. Average number and type of initial neighbours of the sputtered Be

atoms. The data are from bombardment of a perfect and a rough Be (0001)
surface.
The same initial neighbour analysis as in figure 4 for the experimental case would result
in different values especially at high energies. This is because, as previously mentioned, during
the measurements, even if bombarding a sample with 100 eV ions, there are always low-energy
neutral atoms and molecules adsorbing on the surface. Therefore, there is a higher possibility
that a surface Be atom has D neighbours when comparing to the situation in the simulations
where all incoming particles have an energy of 100 eV, and will most likely penetrate into
the sample. This is also consistent with the higher experimental fraction of sputtered BeD
molecules at high energies (see figure 2), since D neighbours to Be atoms weaken the Be bond
to the surface, as explained above. Indeed, using a pre-bombarded surface (hence having D
atoms at the surface) in 100 eV bombardment simulations resulted in a similar fraction as in the
experiments.
We note that the concept of bond breaking is not straightforwardly applicable to metals as
it is in covalent materials, since the binding is here between the electron cloud and the metal
ions. With the potential used in this work, the cohesive energy of an atom is dependent on the
neighbouring atoms, i.e. on the amount and directions of atom bonds (see equation (1)), and
every bond can be assigned an energy. This approach, however, shown to be consistent with the
second moment tight-binding approximation and embedded-atom methods commonly used to
model metals and has, in addition to Be, also successfully been applied to e.g. Fe [35], W [36]
and Pt [34].
4. Conclusions

In this work, the experimental observation that BeD molecules are sputtered when Be is exposed
to a D plasma was explained. It was shown that the swift chemical sputtering mechanism,
previously considered to be important only in covalently bonded materials, must also be taken
into account in metals. The chemical effects are considerable, since the simulations show that
100% of the sputtered Be atoms come out in BeD molecules at low (7–20 eV) ion energies, and
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the experimental fraction was seen to decrease from about 80 to 40% over the 9–90 eV energy
range. This ion energy dependence was ascribed to changes in the amount of D neighbours
to surface Be atoms. This, in turn, is due to larger penetration depths of the D ions at high
energies.
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